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Background
NEMODE Network+ supported a special session on Business Model Innovation and Disruptive
Technologies at the 9th KES International Conference on Agent and Multi-Agent Systems:
Technologies and Applications in Sorrento, Italy, June 2015.
Six papers were accepted for the session. This document forms a summary report of the content and
overview of themes of those papers.
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INTRODUCTION
This document presents a summary report of the content of the Conference Special Session on
Business Model Innovation and Disruptive Technologies that took place at the 9th KES International
Conference on Agent and Multi-Agent Systems: Technologies and Applications, Sorrento, Italy, June
2015.
Six papers were accepted for the conference special session, all of which are included in the
conference proceedings (Jezic et al., 2015) – see Annex 1. These conference proceedings are
published by Springer as book chapters in a volume of the KES Smart Innovation Systems and
Technologies series, submitted for indexing in Scopus and Thomson-Reuters Conference Proceedings
Citation Index (CPCI) and the Web of Science. The accepted papers included:


Disruptive Innovations: A Dedicated Forecasting Framework
Diab, S., Kanyaru, J. & Zantout, H.



A Survey of Business Models in eCommerce
Doloto, U. & Chen-Burger, Y.-H.



Bitcoin: Bubble or Blockchain?
Godsiff, P.



Enabling Data Subjects to Remain Data Owners
Papadopoulou, E., Stobart, A., Taylor, N. & Williams, M.H.



On Autonomic Platform-as-a-Service: Characterisation and Conceptual Model
Tolosana-Calasanz, R., Bañares, J. & Colom, J.-M.



A Hybrid On-line Topic Groups Mining Platform
Yang, C.-L. & Chen-Burger, Y.-H.

As such, the report is therefore a record of content and activity. The Conference Special Session was
organised and chaired by Dr Jessica Chen-Burger (project Principal Investigator (PI)). Dr Chen-Burger
recognises and acknowledges the financial support provided to the special session by the
RCUK/EPSRC funded NEMODE Network+1. She also recognises and acknowledges the support of the
Special Session’s Co-Chairs, including:
•

Dr. Richard Adams, University of Surrey, UK, r.adams@surrey.ac.uk

•

Dr. Fang-Pang Lin, National Center for High-Performance Computing, Hsinchu, Taiwan

•

Dr. Ching-Long Yeh, Tatung University, Taipei, Taiwan

•

Dr David Lopez-Berzosa, University of Surrey, UK

•

Kyle Alves, University of Surrey, UK

To the NEMODE Network+ and the Special Session Co-Chairs, Dr Chen-Burger extends her thanks.
This report is organised into the following sections: first, we present a short background on the 9th
KES International Conference; second, we provide a brief demographic overview of the contributors
to the special session; third, we summarise the principle ideas and contribution of the six papers
selected for the special session; and, the report concludes with a summary of future research
opportunities and next steps. A series of annexes is provided giving further relevant background as
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well as first pages of conference papers and presentation slides (where available). Full papers and
slides are available as separate files.

9TH KES INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE
The following is an edited extract from the conference proceedings (Jezic et al., 2015) and provides
background on the KES-AMSTA Conference series:
This volume contains the proceedings of the 9th KES Conference on Agent and Multi-Agent
Systems—Technologies and Applications (KES-AMSTA 2015) held in Sorrento, Italy, between June 17
and 19, 2015.
The aim of the conference was to provide an internationally respected forum for scientific research
in the technologies and applications of agent and multi-agent systems. This field is concerned with
the development and evaluation of sophisticated, AI-based problem-solving and control
architectures for both single-agent and multi-agent systems. Current topics of research in the field
include (amongst others) agent-oriented software engineering, BDI (beliefs, desires, and intentions)
agents, agent cooperation, coordination, negotiation, organization and communication, distributed
problem solving, specification of agent communication languages, agent privacy, safety and security,
formalization of ontologies, and conversational agents. Special attention is paid to the feature
topics: learning paradigms, agent-based modeling and simulation, business model innovation and
disruptive technologies, anthropic-oriented computing, serious games and business intelligence,
design and implementation of intelligent agents and multi-agent systems, digital economy, and
advances in networked virtual enterprises.
The conference attracted a substantial number of researchers and practitioners from all over the
world who submitted their papers for two main tracks covering the methodology and applications of
agent and multi-agent systems, and six invited sessions on specific topics within the field.
Submissions came from 22 countries. Each paper was peer reviewed by at least two members of the
International Programme Committee and International Reviewer Board. 38 papers were selected for
oral presentation and publication in the volume of the KES-AMSTA 2015 proceedings. The Program
Committee defined the following main tracks: Mobile Agent Security and Multi-Agent Systems, and
Agent-based Algorithms, Simulations and Organizations. In addition to the main tracks of the
conference there were the following invited sessions: Agent-based Modeling and Simulation (ABMS),
Learning Paradigms and Applications: Agent-based Approach (LP:ABA), Anthropic-Oriented
Computing (AOC), Business Model Innovation and Disruptive Technologies, Serious Game and
Business Intelligence through Agent-based Modeling, and Design and Implementation of Intelligent
Agents and Multi-Agent Systems. Accepted and presented papers highlight new trends and
challenges in agent and multi-agent research. We hope that these results will be of value to the
research community working in the fields of artificial intelligence, collective computational
intelligence, robotics, dialogue systems and, in particular, agent and multi-agent systems,
technologies, tools, and applications.

SPECIAL SESSION OVERVIEW
NEMODE Network+ financial support was used to provide travel and subsistence bursaries as well as
to cover the cost of conference fees for up to 10 early career researchers and PhD students and session
chairs. In the event, six researchers were supported. In terms of attendees, the special session
attracted an audience of 21.
The objective of the Special Session, detailed in Annex 3, was to bring together to encourage interdisciplinarity and cross-fertilisation amongst researchers in the subject areas of business model
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innovation, disruptive technologies, digital economy and computer science as well as to raise
awareness of the concept of business model innovation in technical research communities.
As table 1 illustrates, 14 authors from three different countries (UK, Spain, Dubai) were involved in
writing the six accepted papers. Authors were heavily weighted to the more technical disciplines, but
include representatives from mathematics, business, engineering and computer science. One paper
included a co-author from practice: Mydex CIC is a social enterprise that provides the individual with
a hyper-secure storage area to enable them to manage their personal data, including text, numbers,
images, video, certificates and sound. No-one but the individual can access or see those data.
Whilst the profiles of authors are somewhat interdisciplinary, they are heavily skewed toward the
technical disciplines and the disruptive technologies. This is not a surprise given the technical
orientation and history of the conference and the fact that this has been the first attempt to draw in
co-authors from business and management studies and economics. Furthermore, unforeseen delays
in the confirmation of the award prevented the PI and co-chairs from publicising the availability of
support early in the call for papers. It is impossible to say how many more papers, particularly from
the business model research community, early publicity of support availability would have been
attracted, but a number of papers were withdrawn because authors could not commit without
confirmation of support.

Table 1: Author demographics
Author

Institution

Country

Bañares, J.

COSMOS Group—Aragón Institute of Engineering Research (I3A),
Universidad de Zaragoza

Spain

Chen-Burger, Y.-H.

Heriot Watt University, School of Mathematics and Computer Sciences

Scotland

Colom, J.-M.

COSMOS Group—Aragón Institute of Engineering Research (I3A),
Universidad de Zaragoza

Spain

Diab, S.

Heriot Watt University, School of Mathematics and Computer
Sciences, Dubai, UAE.

Dubai

Doloto, U.

Heriot Watt University, School of Mathematics and Computer Sciences

Scotland

Godsiff, P.

University of Exeter Business School

England

Kanyaru, J.

Heriot Watt University, School of Mathematics and Computer
Sciences, Dubai, UAE.

Dubai

Papadopoulou, E.

Heriot Watt University, School of Mathematics and Computer Sciences

Scotland

Stobart, A.

Mydex CIC

Scotland

Taylor, N.

Heriot-Watt University, Edinburgh, Department of Computer Science

Scotland

Tolosana-Calasanz, R.

COSMOS Group—Aragón Institute of Engineering Research (I3A),
Universidad de Zaragoza

Spain

Williams, M.H.

Heriot-Watt University, School of Mathematical and Computer
Sciences

Scotland

Yang, C.-L.

Centre for Intelligent Systems and their Applications, School of
Informatics University of Edinburgh

Scotland

Zantout, H.

Heriot Watt University, School of Mathematics and Computer Sciences

Dubai
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CONFERENCE SPECIAL SESSION ON BUSINESS MODEL INNOVATION AND DISRUPTIVE
TECHNOLOGIES AT KES-AMSTA-2015
As is clear from the listed presented papers in the introduction, the call for the Special Session
attracted a diverse range of interests.
In this section of the report, these papers are briefly summarised and their key themes identified.
Where possible, links and connections between papers are made. Each paper summary is
accompanied by a word cloud of that paper’s most frequently used words. Word clouds are
imprecise measures of the arguments embodied in an article, but provide a useful indication of
content and focus.

DIAB ET AL: DISRUPTIVE INNOVATIONS: A DEDICATED FORECASTING FRAMEWORK
Diab et al. (2015) focus on the disruptive impacts of digital technologies and the challenge of
identifying, ‘ahead of the curve’, those innovations most likely to be disruptive. Following an
evaluation of different
approaches to
framework development
(i.e. scenarios and
simulation, extrapolation
and trend analysis,
judgmental methods,
and models) the authors
develop a composite
approach combining
mathematical modelling
with expert judgment.
The envisaged use of the
framework is to help
firms predict likely
disruptive influences and
so be better prepared to
reconfigure their own
business models
proactively rather than
reactively. To date, the framework remains untested and requires further development and
validation but, with future plans including automation of parts of the process and a continuous
refining of the model validation appears possible.
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DOLOTO AND CHEN-BURGER: A SURVEY OF BUSINESS MODELS IN ECOMMERCE
Acknowledging the disruptive impact of digital technologies on the ways in which organisations ‘do
business’, Doloto and Chen-Burger set out to update the influential work of Paul Timmers (1998)
who defined an early
taxonomy of business
models for electronic
markets. Their
exploratory study is
based on a review of
published literature
systematically analysed to
summarise technologies,
Identify gaps in current
research and propose an
extended version of
business model
classification framework
for eCommerce. They
identify four high –level
categories of eCommerce
business models and 46
sub-categories, providing
examples of each. The
four high-level categories
include, eShops; Virtual
Communities; eTools,
and; Mobile Commerce. An envisaged application for the taxonomy is to inspire further business
model innovation where business and computer science communities meet.
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GODSIFF: BITCOIN: BUBBLE OR BLOCKCHAIN?
One area of potentially significant business model disruption is in the future of payments,
transactions and currencies. Although the three differ in subtle ways, the terms crypto-, virtual and
digital-currency have come to be used interchangeably and the currency brand ‘BitCoin’
synonymously representative of the whole domain (in which there are upwards of 100 such
currencies including: Ripple, Litecoin, Terracoin, Devcoin, PPcoin and Grumpycoin) – at least in the
public’s imagination. It is
in the conjunction of
several technological
innovations that the
disruptive potential of
Bitcoin and other digital
currencies is grounded.
These include: a peer-topeer network, a proofof-work algorithm, a
distributed timestamped accounting
ledger and an ellipticcurve cryptography and
key infrastructure
(Antonopoulos, 2013).
Godsiff endeavours to
make sense of this
space, to begin to
untangle myth from
reality and progress the
debate around the
nature of money and
memory itself. This debate remains unresolved and whilst it is the business model implications,
rather like Schrödinger's cat, remain potential depending on how the technologies and use play out:
for example, the roles that crypto currencies and the blockchain take on, as stores of value (assets)
or as transactional facilitators.
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PAPADOPOULOU ET AL: ENABLING DATA SUBJECTS TO REMAIN DATA OWNERS
Papadopoulou et al. (2015) address the question of privacy and personal data. Currently, many
firms’ business models are predicated on extracting value from user data. Should the customer ‘go
dark’, as many privacy activists would advocate, this would have significant implications for many
extant business models.
A further implication
could be the emergence
of models of doing
business at the heart of
which is the idea of user
privacy.
Papadopoulou et al.
(2015) propose an
approach to personal
data management to
revolutionise what have
become the taken-forgranteds of using eservices: the surrender
of ownership and
control of personal data
to the provider and the
‘all-or-nothing’ deal in
which the user must
provide access to all
data requested by the
provider or else access
to the service is
disallowed. The
proposed Personal Data
Stores create the possibility of flexibly varying service levels depending on the information which the
data subject is prepared to disclose and this will move service provision on from the traditional
binary choice offered to service consumers between providing all the information requested or not
using a service at all.
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TOLOSANA-CALASANZ ET AL: ON AUTONOMIC PLATFORM-AS-A-SERVICE:
CHARACTERISATION AND CONCEPTUAL MODEL
The disruptive technology that Tolosana-Calasanz et al. (2015) focus on is cloud computing,
envisioned in the 1960s as a conception of computing organised as a public utility in which
subscribers need to
pay only for the
capacity they
actually use, but
have access to all
programming
languages
characteristic of a
very large system.
In this conceptual
paper, the authors
move the debate
forward, beyond
Software as a
Service (SaaS),
beyond
Infrastructure as a
Service (IaaS)
toward Platform as
a Service (PaaS)
using autonomic
computing
principles. The aim
is to reduce human
intervention, cost,
and perceived
complexity by enabling the autonomic platform to self-manage such applications. In this framework,
automation is enabled at every level of constructing and deploying cloud computing, including
system specification, design, integration and ensuring consistency. Such technologies, when
successfully deployed, will re-shuffle the how and whereabouts of the deployment of the IT
personnel, the economic/charging/usage models of ICT deployment, and ICT skill make-up and value
models of a company, including how value may be offered and captured.
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YANG AND CHEN-BURGER: A HYBRID ON-LINE TOPIC GROUPS MINING PLATFORM
Recognising deficiencies in existing approaches, particularly the challenge of ambiguity in ‘characterlimited’ content, Yang and
Chen-Burger (2015) build
on existing work in the
field of textual analysis of
social media records and
social network analytics.
One example of the
problem is how a machine
can understand the word
‘apple’: does it refer to
‘fruit’, ‘record label or
‘technology company’? To
address this and related
challenges, the authors
devise and test a new topic
mining approach that is an
adaptation and extension
of text clustering and
combines collection,
classification and
reasoning layers. As the
proposed techniques are
domain generic, such
techniques may be altered
and applied to analyse
massive text based web pages and company white papers that describe information related to
business models. This will include their operations and strategies, etc.
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SUMMARY
In terms of the development of a future research agenda, from the papers and sessional discussions
the following were identified. First, further research in the automation of processes reducing nonhuman interventions (e.g. Diab et al., 2015; Doloto and Chen-Burger, 2015; Tolosana-Calasanz et al.,
2015; Yang and Chen-Burger, 2015). The second area was to extend the conversation beyond
technical aspects to some of the social and ethical implications of the technologies such as data
ownership and privacy (e.g. Godsiff, 2015; Papadopoulou et al., 2015). The papers by TolosanaCalasanz et al (2015) and Papadopoulou et al (2015) neatly juxtapose these themes. The papers are
connected by the idea of Service Level Agreements. In both, Service Levels are determined by the
exchange of value: in the former, value tends to be expressed in terms of cash with greater levels of
service being more costly. In the latter, service level agreements between users and providers are
proposed in which the service level is determined by the amount and type of personal (usage) data
that the user is prepared to surrender. Finally, recognising that this is a new field of study,
particularly in terms of its inter-disciplinarity, the need for high quality high quality case studies and
use-cases was noted. The implications of the latter point for research methodology (integrating
perspectives) and opportunities for innovative tools and approaches were further noted.
The world is coming together and very rapidly, without a doubt. With the increasingly successful
stories of big data management and analysis and deployment cloud computing platforms, ICT is
transforming the way we work and live and how businesses operate forever. In the future, there
may (only) be smaller concentration of ICT personnel deployment in designated technology
companies. Artificial intelligence/machine learning based systems are getting clever enough to guess
and/or reason to provide relatively high quality support in all aspects of areas.
Advanced ICT and Telecommunication technologies are also changing many aspects of business
operations, e.g. communication, collaboration and transactions. Services sectors are changing too,
robotic technologies are pushing their boundaries to replace human efforts, even in health care
sectors that may be seen as sensitive areas. In this new Era of Digital Economy, it is important to
understand new technologies and their implications/applications, so that one can make better use
of them, to create economic wealth and better life and not to be disadvantaged by them.

NEXT STEPS
The workshop succeeded in bringing together a small but active number of scholars and
practitioners from different disciplinary backgrounds interested in the joint exploration of the
impact of disruptive digital technologies on business models and economic models. As a result, the
PI has been invited to organize and host another similar session at next year’s KES AMSTA
conference as well as to join the board of conference organizers. The authors of the report are also
exploring opportunities to bring a similarly-themed special session to a management-oriented
conference. Finally, the findings from the workshop and community interest are being used as the
basis for drafting an EPSRC DE proposal to build an automated theoretical platform to run different
business models in a competitive yet collaborative environment.
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ANNEXES
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ANNEX 1: AGENT AND MULTI-AGENT SYSTEMS: TECHNOLOGIES AND APPLICATIONS
(FLYER)
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ANNEX 2: SPECIAL SESSION PROPOSAL

Application to the NEMODE Network+ for Support for Conference
Special Session on Business Model Innovation and Disruptive
Technologies at KES-AMSTA-2015

PI:

Dr Jessica Chen-Burger (y.j.chenburger@hw.ac.uk), Heriot Watt
University, Department of Computer Science

Workshop Title:

Business Model Innovation and Disruptive Technologies

Relevance to the call:

New Business Models in the Digital Economy

Conference Dates:

June 17-19, 2015

Project duration:

January 1, 2015 - August 31, 2015 (inc. project management time)

BACKGROUND
KES-AMSTA 2015 is an international scientific conference for research in the field of agent and multiagent systems. Agents and multi-agent systems are related to a modern software paradigm which has
long been recognized as a promising technology for constructing autonomous, complex and intelligent
systems. KES-AMSTA provides the opportunity for researchers to discuss modern approaches and
techniques for agent and multi-agent systems and their applications, as well as intelligent systems in
the field of social networks, self-organisation and trust. The conference will take place as part of the
Smart Digital Futures 2015 multi-theme conference which groups AMSTA-15, IDT-15, IIMSS-15, and
SEEL-15 in one venue.
Dr Chen-Burger and Dr Adams have been successful in having their proposal accepted for organising
and co-chairing a Conference Special Session, entitled “Business Model Innovation and Disruptive
Technologies” for the above Conference Programme. A call for papers has been produced and can be
found in the appendix of this document. The objective of the Special Session is to bring together
scholars from diverse disciplines with an interest in disruptive technologies, particularly at the
intersection of agents and multi-agent and intelligent systems and business model innovation, to
share their research approaches and findings.
To encourage participation from the active and wider NEMODE research community, particularly PhD
students and early career researchers, funds to support travel, conference fees and an award for the
best paper in the Special Session are requested.
AIMS, OBJECTIVES AND SCOPE OF WORK:
The aim of this proposal is to secure funds to encourage and support representation from UK scholars,
in particular PhD students and early career researchers, from a range of technical (computer science,
information technologies and systems) and social science (management research, economics,
anthropology, etc) at this internationally prestigious conference. Support is sought to provide travel
and subsistence bursaries as well as to cover the cost of conference fees for up to 10 early career
researchers and PhD students affiliated to UK HEIs in accordance with RCUK funding guidelines.
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The Special Session at KES-AMSTA-2015 has the following aims, to:
1) encourage the cross-disciplinary fertilisation in the subject areas of innovative business
model and disruptive technologies
2) coincide with and support another special conference session, Digital Economy, co-chaired
by Dr. Jessica Chen-Burger - where DE theories, technologies and their systems are discussed
3) raise awareness of the concept of innovative business models in technical research
communities
4) highlight the relationships between innovative business models and disruptive technologies
and make them relevant to the more abstract, theoretical and/or technical works
5) encourage inter-disciplinarity and cross fertilisation
6) encourage technical knowledge creation towards those that may propel business
innovations
7) build international links for the NEMODE Network+
8) utilise an excellent knowledge dissemination route, via the conference publication outlet. All
accepted speakers’ papers will be published in the well-established and recognised
Springer’s KES Smart Innovation Systems and Technologies book series.
9) bring relevant technical knowledge and its interactions between technical and social
scientists in the conference back to NEMODE, via a conference summary report.
IMPORTANT DATES





Submission of papers: January 15, 2015
Notification of acceptance: February 16, 2015
Upload of Final Publication Files: March 2, 2015
Conference dates: June 17-19, 2015

OUTPUTS




Conference papers from up to 10 early career researchers and PhD students
The conference proceedings will be published by Springer as book chapters in a volume of
the KES Smart Innovation Systems and Technologies series, submitted for indexing in Scopus
and Thomson-Reuters Conference Proceedings Citation Index (CPCI) and the Web of Science.
Summary report of Special Session content

EXPERTISE AND PROJECT MANAGEMENT:
Dr. Jessica Chen-Burger is an assistant professor at the department of Computer Science, Heriot-Watt
University, Edinburgh. She is formerly a research fellow and now a visitor in Informatics, at the
University of Edinburgh, UK. She and her group of RAs and PhD students worked on several topics in
the fields of business, enterprise and process modelling, automatic workflow composition and
execution, as well as social computing. As a starting point, much of the research makes use of
knowledge engineering techniques to create semi-formal models, inc. business and enterprise models
and ontologies, from typically informal complex domains. These models are then formalised to
provide a foundation to allow semantics-based inference, verification and validation. Results of such
models may also suitably provide a foundation for virtual workflow machine run-time composition
and execution using declarative logical programs. Some of this research incorporates data mining
techniques to make sense of large volume of informal data.
She has over 15 years of modelling experiences in areas such as business and enterprise modelling
and ontologies creation and to provide automated support for them. Recently, she has acquired a
small starter NEMODE grant for creating a literature survey on business models. She is project coproposer and Co-I to independently lead the workflow team from Edinburgh University for the 2
millions Euros EU funded Fish4Knowledge project, 2010-2013. She is also co-proposer and Co-I for the
business system team from the Edinburgh University for the 400K+ Euros EU funded EcoBusiness
project, 2009-2012. Previously, she provided expertise to the EU funded OpenKnowledge project
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through PhD student supervision. She is also PI to several advanced industrial research projects, inc.
BT UK, Edify USA, Baker Hughes UK, KPI USA, RBS UK and Taiwanese EcoGrid.
She has eight years of education in business studies: having obtained two business undergraduate
degrees majoring in Economics (BA, SooChow University, Taiwan) and Banking and Insurance
(Diploma, National Taipei City College of Business, Taiwan). In addition, Dr. Chen-Burger received two
MSc degrees: one in Computer Science, Univ. of Missouri (chancellor award), USA and one in Artificial
Intelligence, University of Edinburgh (IBM sponsored) and a PhD degree from Informatics, University
of Edinburgh (IBM sponsored).
During her MSc and PhD studies in the University of Edinburgh, Jessica worked closely with IBM on
their Business Modelling methodology. During these years, her has extended and formalised IBM’s
Business Modelling method to provide automated analysis, alternative view presentation, model
translation, verification and validation and model building advice. After her PhD studies, she has
worked for the UK ERC funded Advanced Knowledge Technologies (AKT) project where she extended
the business modelling method to a coherent suite of enterprise models to describe a wide range of
enterprise properties. Based on Enterprise Modelling methodology, she has built a Knowledge Based
Support Tool for Enterprise Models (KBST-EM). Below gives some examples of her work that are
available on-line:
1.

Automated Support for Enterprise Modelling and Workflow using KBST-EM -

http://www.aktors.org/technologies/workflow/
2.

Supporting Collaboration in Virtual Organisations

http://www.aktors.org/technologies/kraft-ix/ 3.

A Business Process Model described using FBPML -

http://www.aiai.ed.ac.uk/~jessicac/project/demo-pc-configuration/top-level.html
She has published a Springer book entitled “Automating Business Modelling” and approximately 60
scientific articles: two of them earned the best conference paper award (for one she is the first author)
and another one was finalist for a best conference paper award (where her PhD student is the first
author). She is reviewer for two UK EPSRC proposals. She is on editorial boards of three scientific
journals. She served as organiser and chair for nine workshops and conference special sessions –
including the Digital Economy special conference session for several years. She has been on program
committees and paper reviewer for over 40 journals/conferences/workshops and books. Previously,
she has worked part-time as a Senior Business Development Executive at the University of Edinburgh
and has served as a technical advisor to help technologists win prestigious Royal Society Enterprise
Fellowships and knowledge transfer funds.
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ANNEX 3: CALL FOR PAPERS

Call for Papers
KES-AMSTA-2015 Conference Special Session
Business Model Innovation and Disruptive Technologies
The 9th International KES Conference on
Agents and Multi-agent Systems: Technologies and Applications
17 – 19 June, 2015
Sorrento, Italy
http://amsta-15.kesinternational.org/

Key words: Agents, Big Data, Business Clusters, Business EcoSystems, Business Intelligence, Business
Models, Computational Social Science, Digital Economy, Disruptive Innovation, Disruptive
Technologies, Distributed Systems, Intelligent Agents, Intelligent Systems, Knowledge based Systems,
Knowledge Economy, Multi-agent Systems, Supply Chain Management, Temporary Organisations,
Trading Agents, Virtual Organisations.

Introduction
The idea that organisations configure themselves differently (repeatedly) to ensure their offer remains
relevant and of value to customers reaches back to Schumpeter’s (1934) notion of organizational
innovation and ‘creative destruction’. In the mid to late 1990s, attention focused on how digital
technologies offered novel and exciting configurational opportunities for value creation and capture.
At this time, the Business Model concept rose to prominence, in both practitioner and academic fields,
due to it being better able than other management concepts (e.g. strategy) to describe changes in the
ways in which ‘digital’ firms were creating and capturing value compared to their ‘analogue’
counterparts.
Digital technologies have the capacity to free, shift and multiply choice, often intruding on the space
of other industries and adding new dimensions of customer, company, and partner value. That is, the
digital economy is characterised by the novel choices its technologies permit which, in turn, re-shape
value configurations. Business models, then, must accommodate and reflect these ever-shifting
configurations. For example, the availability of big data and the affordances of digital technologies
coupled with new analytic techniques leads to new opportunities for value: thus, business model
innovation is stimulated. The success of a number of firms, including Google, Amazon and Facebook,
is ascribed to their “powerful new business models that derive from an ability to exploit data” (Barton
and Court, 2012). Consequently, Business Model Innovation (BMI) has become an important domain
of study as the deployment of digital technologies drives disruptive change to the topography of the
economic landscape in profound and fundamental ways for new and established businesses (Yoo et
al., 2012) as well as industry sectors.
Despite its general importance and the quantity of previous research, both the business model
construct and business model innovation are still not well understood (Teece, 2010), particularly in
the context of the digital economy and of empirical studies. This special session calls for research that
examines how digital technologies, e.g. in the domain of agents, influence existing business models,
give rise to new business models and the processes of transformation. We aim to compile state of the
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art of research on business model innovation and transformation in the context of disruptive digital
technologies and invite papers from all scholars which provide novel conceptual perspectives and/or
empirical insights into business model innovation and transformation.
Indicative questions include, but are not limited to:
 How are agent technologies disrupting business models?
 How do organizations identify appropriate (disruptive) business models?
 How do organizations successfully manage the transformation of business models?
 What are the main drivers of business model innovations?
 What are the different categories of agent-related BMI?
 What are the critical organizational capabilities of successful BMI transformations?
 How can the processes of successful BMI transformation be accelerated?
 What is the role of the organizational ecosystem in influencing BMI?
 What are the processes of successful BMI transformation?
 How do business models that embed trust, privacy and security differ from those built around
(personal) data exploitation?

Suggested Topics (but not limited to)
This special session welcome reports on computational, business and social issues related to the
above discussion. It will focus on recent research and application results, but vision and discussion
papers are also welcome.
A list of indicative topics for this session, but not limited to, is provided below:















Vision on novel advances in future business innovation
Disruptive and relevant technologies and applications
Modeling and simulation of business innovation
Novel business models
Survey of business models and categorization
Social impact by business innovation
Novel e-Supply Chain Management
Discussion papers on Business Innovation
Innovative Enterprise Architecture and implementation issues
Semantic Web technologies
Big data, smart data and business intelligence
Large scale open business databases and platforms
Real-world applications and business scenarios
Risk, trust, security and privacy issues

Publication
The conference proceedings will be published by Springer as book chapters in a volume of the KES
Smart Innovation Systems and Technologies series, submitted for indexing in Scopus and
Thomson_Reuters Conference Proceedings Citation Index (CPCI) and the Web of Science.
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Submissions must be formatted according to the instructions which can be found on the Springer
website http://www.springer.com/series/8767 under "Instructions for Authors". Papers must be
submitted in PDF format for review purposes, but authors are required to upload editable wordprocessor files (LaTeX or MS Word) at the end of the review process. The required paper length is 10
pages in publisher format. Papers longer than this may be subject to an additional charge. Papers
much longer or shorter than the required length may be rejected, at the decision of the organisers.
Papers to be considered for the conference must be submitted in PDF form through the PROSE online
submission and review system. More information is available via: http://amsta15.kesinternational.org/submission.php
Important Dates
Submission of papers (PDF or MsWord only): January 15, 2015
Notification of acceptance: February 16, 2015
Upload of Final Publication Files (Latex or MsWord only): March 2, 2015

Session Chairs


Dr. Yun-Heh (Jessica) Chen-Burger, The Heriot-Watt University, Edinburgh, UK,
y.j.chenburger@hw.ac.uk



Dr. Richard Adams, University of Surrey, UK, r.adams@surrey.ac.uk



Dr. Fang-Pang Lin, National Center for High-Performance Computing, Hsinchu, Taiwan



Dr. Ching-Long Yeh, Tatung University, Taipei, Taiwan



Dr David Lopez-Berzosa, University of Surrey, UK



Kyle Alves, University of Surrey, UK
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